Experience the Northern Lights Like Never Before on Board a Private 737 Jet
Consulta Meta I.M. inc. announces the return of the exclusive Aurora | 360 Experience,
Canada’s Ultimate Aurora Viewing Tour
WHITEHORSE, YT, Oct. 31st, 2021 / - Consulta Meta I.M. has officially announced the launch of
the Aurora | 360 Experience - 2022 Edition, the most exciting way to see the Northern Lights.
This exclusive opportunity offers Guests a once-in-a-lifetime chance to enjoy the Northern Lights
by private-chartered 737 jet for unrivaled, eye level Northern Lights viewing. It’s the only flight
in the world to take off aiming at the Auroral Oval, offering the chance for Aurora viewing shortly
after take-off.
The full Aurora | 360 Experience is February 17th to 21st, 2022, with the flight scheduled to takeoff either February 18th or 19th (the flight date will be chosen a few days earlier based on Aurora
forecasts). The five-day package not only offers serious bragging rights, but will provide highaltitude views of the spectacular Aurora in the Yukon sky combined with unique culinary
components, industry leading guest speakers, cultural events, optional day tours and more.
With only 70 seats available, the Aurora | 360 Experience gives passengers the unique
opportunity to fly above the clouds, and witness the Aurora Borealis closer than ever before. As
part of the package the passengers get to learn more about the Aurora Borealis from renown
guest speakers including Pierre Paquette (Astronomy Ambassador of The Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada).
“The Aurora Borealis is truly one of the world’s greatest celestial phenomena, and we are proud
to offer this unparalleled experience,” says Anthony Gucciardo, Owner and President of
Consulta Meta I.M. “It’s a bucket list worthy moment you’ll never forget. We can’t wait to get
airborne!”
The world is gradually coming out from a pandemic that changed (is changing) travel and
tourism, so we needed to adapt to a new reality. There Aurora | 360 Experience is renewed,
more accessible, and filled with the spirit of the Yukon.
1. Aurora | 360 Experience: Includes the flight to the Auroras, all ground transportation,

4 nights double occupancy accommodation in Whitehorse, 4 breakfasts, 3 distinctive
Yukon-flare dinners, cultural/theme activities, a guided tour of Yukon Wildlife Preserve
and much more (see details in the website), all for just $3,199 CAD (plus tax) per person.
2. We are introducing a Family Package providing a memorable Experience for 2 adults and

2 children for only $8,400 CAD (plus tax), allotting them a complete row of the aircraft.
Consulta Meta I.M. has taken a customer-oriented effort to offer the Experience at lower cost.
To learn more about this incredibly unique tour please visit: www.aurora-360.ca or contact
inform@cm-im.com. To book now, sales@aurora-360.ca

